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The Dakota railroad blues
Alec H. Paul, University of Regina (paulal@uregina.ca)

Abstract: This paper highlights the present-day grain/rail landscape or ‘grailscape’
of the North Dakota wheat belt’s railroad branch lines. Its focus is the Northern
Plains Railroad’s line from Thief River Falls, Minnesota to Kenmare, North Dakota,
referred to here as the ‘invasion’ line. Canadian Pacific Railway’s Soo Line originally
built it to invade the territory of the Great Northern Railway’s grain branches
between the main line and the Canadian border. The basic purpose today is the
same as a hundred years ago but the modus operandi is very different. NPR has an
air of ‘patch up and mend where you can and retreat where you can’t.’ Its equipment
and that of the grain elevators along the line is a patchwork of the antiquated, the
middle-aged and the new. NPR is striving to survive in an era when moving grain to
distant markets involves deregulated railways and a complex mix of other
institutional, socio-economic and political arrangements. Yet despite the appearance
of barely controlled chaos, the current situation in some ways represents progress.
Local farmers are no longer so beholden to an alien railroad or grain-company
administration in some distant metropolis. This part of North Dakota, at least, is
moving forward even though it is still plagued by a modern version of those old
railroad blues.
Key words: railroads, shortlines, grain transportation, elevators, landscapes,
North Dakota

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the grailscape of the North
Dakota wheat belt’s railroad branch lines. The word ‘grailscape’ simply
connotes the landscape of the grain-handling and rail-transport facilities
along these branches. In June 2006, I experienced one of these grailscapes
as I followed the Northern Plains Railroad (NPR) line all the way from Thief
River Falls in Minnesota to Kenmare in western North Dakota. This route
had been the Soo Line’s ‘invasion’ line of the early 1900s to grab traffic
from Jim Hill’s grain branches heading northwest from his Great Northern
(GN) main line up to the Canadian border (Figure 1). The Soo Line at that
time was controlled by Canadian Pacific, which eventually gained full
ownership of the company and folded it into the CP rail system.

Figure 1: Soo Line and Great Northern rail lines in the early twentieth century.
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Figure 2: The region’s railroad map in 2006.
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En route I also saw some branch lines now operated by Minnesota
Northern, Dakota Northern, Dakota Missouri Valley and Western
(DMV&W) and even the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF), one of the
U.S. mega railroads. My intention was simply to look at their grailscapes
but as I mused about them I began to see them also as symptoms of the
railroad problem in North America. Hence the title of this paper.
The NPR is the paper’s main focus. Its invasion line is a holdover from
the industrial era when trains dominated land transportation and the major
railroads operated branch-line networks along with their main lines. In the
1960s and 1970s, many U.S. railroads went bankrupt. The industry went
through a series of upheavals and mergers such that by 1996 only five
major ‘Class 1’ railroads survived. They were no longer able to operate
low-volume branch lines profitably, so these were either abandoned or
transferred to short-line companies to operate (Paul 2000). NPR is one
such short-line railroad. Another is the DMV&W which runs the other
remaining former Soo Line grain branches in North Dakota. These two
companies operate the ‘wheat lines’ in the state that currently connect
with the Canadian Pacific (ex-Soo Line) main line.
Thief River Falls, Minnesota is the NPR’s junction with CP’s WinnipegMinneapolis secondary main line. From here west to Fordville, North Dakota
the NPR invasion line traverses the fertile lands of the Red River Valley.
This is a highly productive agricultural region where shortlines can be
successful. West of Fordville the potato farming fades out quickly and the
line reaches the true wheat belt. Trains go as far west as Bisbee (Figure 2),
currently the western terminus of this branch of the NPR. The railroad has
recently filed to abandon the 105 km (65 miles) of track from Bisbee west to
Kramer – the gap in the invasion line – which are technically ‘not in use’,
that is, they are closed although the rails are still there. The stretch at the
west end from Kramer to Kenmare, where the NPR connects with the CP
main line between Portal and Minot, serves several very large modern
elevator complexes and continues to be active.

The Minnesota End
On Saturday 3 June 2006, the tracks to the old Soo Line roundhouse
at Thief River Falls held an amazing array of NPR and CPR/Soo locomotives
(Figure 3). Some were reasonably recent with brand new paint jobs, others
were typical short-line hand-me-downs and there was even an antiquated
former Milwaukee Road switcher with 1950s lettering. (Soo Line took over
what was left of the moribund Chicago Milwaukee St. Paul and Pacific in
1986). West of Warren a dozen or more workers manipulated thoroughly
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modern track machines. Short-line employees take on a whole range of
railroad tasks. At Oslo, a kilometre east of the Red River of the North, an
ancient NPR diesel locomotive and a string of hopper cars silently occupied
the elevator track (Figure 4) while perspiring farmers used augers to load
producer cars on the opposite side of the complex.

Eastern North Dakota
Fifty kilometres or so west of the Red River the NPR bifurcates, the
southern fork heading for Devils Lake and the longer western fork for
Bisbee (Figure 2). This second line crosses an active BNSF branch near
Munich, the abandoned GN line from Devils Lake to Hansboro at Egeland,
and at Bisbee the Church’s Ferry-Rolla line which once extended to

Figure 3: Thief River Falls, Minnesota.
Photograph: A. Paul, 2006

Figure 4: Oslo, Minnesota.
Photograph: A. Paul, 2006
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Brandon, Manitoba (Everitt et al. 1989). In geographical terms the most
interesting adjustments to modern-day conditions are at Egeland and
Bisbee.
Egeland once was the southeastern end of a rail corridor 40 km long
served by grain branches of two different railroad companies only 1 to 5
km apart. The Soo Line had a wye junction connecting its Armourdale
branch to the invasion line which itself was crossed by the GN Hansboro
branch 2 km east of the wye. Neither of these branches survives today.
This corridor exemplified the wasteful competition often characteristic of
the days of rapid railroad expansion. In the long grass and weeds in June
2006, though, the wye and 500 metres of Soo Line branch track, officially
known as Barks Spur (Walker 2005), still existed as access for tank cars to
a fertilizer storage depot and – potentially at least – for grain hoppers to a
small former commercial elevator now owned by the local farmer.
Bisbee, a few kilometres further west and the end of active track on
this piece of the NPR invasion line, is a complete contrast with the
atmosphere of slow decline pervading Egeland. A vast new North Central
Grain Cooperative terminal accessible to both the NPR and BNSF lines
and with a brand new circular loop track to permit continuous loading of
unit trains coming off the NPR exemplifies today’s technology applied to
grain handling and transportation. On Sunday 4 June 2006, the Bisbee
NCGC switcher locomotive (Figure 5) parked by the diamond crossing of
the two rail lines sported a new paint job. But its mere presence indicated
that unit grain trains like those operated on BNSF’s ex-GN ‘high line’
across northern Montana are not yet a significant feature at Bisbee.

Figure 5: Bisbee, North Dakota.
Photograph: A. Paul, 2006
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Figure 6: Bottineau, North Dakota.
Photograph: A. Paul, 2006

The Gap in the Invasion Line
Grailscapes of abandonment are widespread on the plains and the
stretch of the NPR from Bisbee west to Kramer is very typical in some
ways. The track and a few old-style elevators are still in place, although
the possibility of a resumption of rail service is nil, with this gap in the line
almost certain to see early abandonment. At Agate, two wooden elevators
form part of a farm-service business which is entirely dependent on truck
transport. Rolette is a larger town completely without rail service but the
NPR right-of-way has not been taken over by other land uses. At Omemee,
now a ghost town, the BNSF branch from Rugby to Bottineau and Souris
crosses the NPR track on the level and the diamond crossing is controlled
by a simple stop sign on the BNSF branch. Bottineau is an important rail
point with large volumes of grain moving through the Farmers Elevator
complex in the town (Figure 6). BNSF is hanging on to this branch, at least
for the moment.

Kramer to Kenmare
This piece of the NPR line (Figure 2) is interesting because it reflects
the rationalization of branch-line operations in a very straightforward way.
The branch extends about 110 km (70 miles) from the interchange with the
CP main at Kenmare east to Kramer where a simple derail and two red flags
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on 4 June 2006 blocked any movements further east. The nerve centre is at
Lansford, almost exactly halfway, where a connection to the former BNSF
branch from Granville on the main line northwest to Sherwood has been
made. This allowed the closure of all BNSF branches except the 15 km (9
miles) section from Lansford to Mohall, the Mohall-Sherwood section
having been shut down many years ago. Mohall has a large Farmers
Elevator terminal with its own ancient diesel switcher.
Lansford has a new engine house and track arrangement and uses the
former BNSF branch to the southeast as an extended railcar storage siding.
The population of the town has dropped drastically in recent years but it
is still the largest of the towns and villages along this western section of
the NPR invasion line. Kramer and Russell had 50 or more hopper cars
each on 4 June 2006, most lettered for CP or Soo Line. Large concrete
terminal elevators of Souris River Grain Cooperative are located at both
places, neither of which has many residents. Tolley and Norma (Figures 7
and 8), the final two elevator points before Kenmare, are also very small
places but handle significant tonnages of grain. The NPR track is not in
the best of shape along this stretch. The overall impression is one of
deferred maintenance and struggling to make the existing facilities do the
required job.

Changes in the Local Railroad Map
Fifty years ago the invasion line crossed 10 south-to-north GN
branches and one of the Northern Pacific between Kenmare and Thief
River Falls, without making an actual connection with any of them. This
was symptomatic of the era of competition and the industrial economy.
Today the pendulum has swung the other way. The railroad map has been
rationalized, overall track mileage has decreased and the number of elevator
points also. Trucks play a larger part in the overall movement even though
rail transport is still the most economical and environmentally the most
suitable mode for large volumes of grain. Indeed the current high prices
for diesel are likely to reduce the participation of truckers rather than
increase it.
In this postmodern era, the NPR connects with four of those ‘cross
branches’ and some of the others have been abandoned. Today’s railroad
map (Figure 2) is one that has some logic to it, given the history of earlier
rail construction, but it is clearly not the most efficient layout possible for
handling the grain that must be moved. The current state of the NPR line
shows aspects of antiquity, modernity and postmodernity as it adjusts to
today’s economic realities governing grain transportation.
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Figure 7: Tolley, North Dakota.
Photograph: A. Paul, 2006

Figure 8: Norma, North Dakota.
Photograph: A. Paul, 2006
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Conclusion
The grailscape along the NPR invasion line has been adapted
somewhat to current conditions but leaves the observer wondering whether
there can be any long-term plans or overall solutions to overcome an
increasingly fragmented approach to the movement of grain from the region
to the markets. North Dakota’s branches are trying hard but have not
managed to shake the postmodern malaise of North America’s minor-league
railroads. In the words of common folklore, the area has the railroad blues:
Our rail line here, they’re liftin’ the tracks.
And some o’ them truckers are gittin’ the axe.
Can’t make a go of it, diesel’s too high.
Our Dakota grain should be put on the train
But the big guys want out, and we got no clout.
Short line can’t go it alone, we’re all gonna lose,
In Dakota we’re feeling those old railroad blues.
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